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Abstract

Numerous cloud computing platforms utilize Kubernetes for their
container orchestration and service management. The scheduler is a key
component of Kubernetes, as it is responsible for finding the placement
of new service containers when they get deployed.

This thesis presents the custom Kubernetes scheduler Boreas, which
is designed to address a weakness with the default scheduler. By
evaluating bursts of deployment requests concurrently, the Boreas
scheduler finds the optimal placements for service containers with
deployment constraints by utilizing the Zephyrus2 optimizer. Tests
indicate that this allows Boreas to find placements where the default
scheduler is unable. This will use less computing resources and
consequently reduce costs of running services on a cloud platform.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter present the motivation and goals for the work in the thesis,
its position in, and contribution to, the field, and give an overview of the
upcoming chapters.

1.1 Motivation

The emergence of cloud computing radically changed the way organ-
izations operate their applications. It also enabled new methods for
software development such as the practice of combining development
and operation of software (DevOps). Both DevOps and cloud computing
emphasis a shorten development life cycle. This required a switch from
monolithic software architectures to a more loosely coupled and cloud-
enabled architecture known as micro-services [4]. An important com-
ponent in cloud platforms is the orchestration tool. It manages service
containers, application configuration and service deployment thought
user-defined service models [25].

The goal for this thesis is to study how the service orchestration
tool Kubernetes [15] can be modified to improve the deployment of
service containers. It will look at how a configuration optimizer tool
such as Zephyrus2 [1] can be integrated with the system architecture
of Kubernetes. It could reduce overall computing resource usage by
improving service deployment. Improving service deployment would
increase the utilization of cloud computing infrastructure managed with
Kubernetes. This would enhance the number of services that can be
run before the overall computing resources has to be increased, and
consequently reduce the costs.

1.2 Research questions

When assessing how service deployment with Kubernetes can be
optimized and whether it can be done using Zephyrus2, there are two
main questions that have to be addressed:
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(RQ1) How can Kubernetes be modified to use fewer computing re-
sources overall when deploying services?

(RQ2) How can a combination of Kubernetes and an optimizer tool such
as Zephyrus2 improve service deployment?

RQ1 requires understanding of Kubernetes operations in general
and specifically how it deploys services to a cluster. Looking at ways
of improving Kubernetes using Zephyrus2, RQ2 introduces two sub
questions:

(RQ2−a) How can Kubernetes be extended to integrate with Zephyrus2?

(RQ2−b) What changes needs to be made to Zephyrus2 for such integra-
tion?

Finally, the results of the findings for RQ1−2 have to be evaluated:

(RQ3) How did the changes to Kubernetes effect its deployment perform-
ance?

1.3 Related work

Zephyrus2 [1] and its predecessor Zephyrus [9] worked on configuration
optimization, and how to find optimal deployments of services on
virtual machines. They were designed to utilize advanced constraint
programming and support a suit of solvers. Given a high-level
description of the system and the services to deploy as input, Zephyrus
will output a suggestion for where to best deploy each service.

Aeolus blender [6, 10] combined Zephyrus with the Metis planner
and the Mandriva Armonic collection into a tool chain that would
automate processes for system architects and administrators from the
planning stage and throughout the deployment. The project kept
orchestration within its tool chain, and did not try to combine the
configuration optimizer with an established orchestration tool.

Drawing inspiration from Aeolus blender, Jolie redeployment optim-
iser [12] used Zephyrus with a reconfiguration coordinator to redeploy
micro-services when they are reconfigured. Service orchestration would
be handled by the Jolie redeployment optimiser itself.

Medea [13] uses a two-scheduler design for clusters where long-
running service containers are deployed together with short-running
batch containers. Implemented as an extension to the Apache Hadoop
cluster scheduler, it finds placement for the long-running containers.
The short-running containers are left for the default scheduler in order
to keep scheduling latency low.

SmartDepl [14] is an extension to the Abstract Behavioural Specific-
ation language (ABS). Users specify costs and other deployment require-
ments using ABS classes. SmartDepl parses that into lists of user goals,
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deployment components, cost annotations and signatures of the ABS
classes. Based on that data, SmartDepl generates a description it sends
as input to Zephyrus2. Zephyrus2 outputs the final deployment config-
uration.

1.4 Contribution

This thesis presents the Boreas scheduler. Implemented as a custom
Kubernetes scheduler, it batches bursts of service deployment requests
and utilizes the Zephyrus2 optimizer to identify the optimal placement
for the batch as a whole. The evaluation shows that this approach
reduces the overall usage of computing resources in a cluster compared
to Kubernetes’ default scheduler. The reduction would lead to lower
costs of running service containers on a cloud platform.

1.5 Overview

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives an
introduction to the terminologies, principles and technologies that are
relevant for this thesis. Chapter 3 extends on those, presents the
design of the Boreas scheduler and explains how it was implemented.
In Chapter 4 the test results of the comparative study will be analyzed
and discussed. Finally, chapter 5 concludes the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Background

A driver for the adaptation of the technologies in this chapter is the
practice of combining software development and operation (DevOps).
It puts emphasis on shorten time from development to production
and smaller development iterations. That can be hard to practice
efficiently with monolithic software architecture where services are
tightly coupled.

Micro-service architecture is modular and loosely coupled, making
it more preferable for DevOps. [4] Another big shift that is pushing
towards micro-services is the emergence of cloud computing. By
enabling services to be organized in smaller functional units that work
independently, micro-service architecture can amplify the effects of
service containerization on cloud infrastructure. [19]

The rest of this chapter will introduce micro-services, service
containers and the rest of the underlying principles and technologies
this thesis builds and extends upon. A running example will demonstrate
how they are used and relate to each other.

2.1 Micro-Services

In the applications realm, micro-services [23] is an architecture
principle that emphases modularity. The application itself is made by
combining multiple smaller, often highly specialized, services. The
coupling between the services are done loosely, often allowing for
components to be replaced at a later point without having to change
any other service.

2.1.1 Example: Web service

Micro-services is a underlying principle in cloud computing architec-
ture, and will be both directly and indirectly referred to throughout this
thesis. A common service architecture for web applications is servers as
an example to explain what micro-services could entail.
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When a web application is accessed using a web browser, changes
are high that the web application being used is a micro-service. If it has
been developed using Django [17], the components in figure 2.1 would
be a common service architecture.

Figure 2.1: Django web service architecture

Gunicorn (HTTP server)

PostgreSQL

Nginx (proxy server)

Web service

Django is a popular web framework for developing dynamic web
content written in the Python programming language. To serve a
Django-developed web service, the choice often fall on the Python-based
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) server Gunicorn. A database to
store the content that populate the dynamic part of the website is also
needed. PostgreSQL is a common choice for Django applications.

While Gunicorn is quite capable of serving the dynamic content of
the web service, it is not made for serving static content in the forms
of style sheets, images and files. Its support for certificate handling is
also limited, which is required for encrypting traffic between the server
and its users’ web browser. A usual solution for this scenario is to use a
proxy server such as Nginx [27] to handle certificates, serve the static
content, and pass the dynamic requests on to Gunicorn.

The application then consists of three micro-services as seen in
figure 2.1, each with a set of responsibilities. The communication
between the services is HTTP traffic. The only service that talks directly
with the users’ web browser is the proxy server; everything else is
internal traffic. The communication flow for the application would be
as follows:

1. Nginx listens for incoming requests from users’ web browsers,
either HTTP or HTTPS (secured HTTP)

2. If requests come in the form of insecure HTTP, they are redirected
to HTTPS

3. Nginx ensures that the traffic to and from browser use a secure
protocol and cipher

4. Any request for static content is answered directly by Nginx
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5. The remaining (dynamic) requests are forwarded to Gunicorn

6. Gunicorn processes those requests using data stored in the
PostgreSQL database, and passes the replies back to Nginx

7. Nginx forward the replies from Gunicorn to the users’ web browser

Nginx is listening for requests to the application’s addresses (ie.
example.com) made to the server’s 80 (HTTP) and 443 (HTTPS) ports.
Gunicorn is listening for requests on another port, for instance 8002.
When Nginx is forwarding requests to Gunicorn, it is simply doing a
HTTP request to Gunicorn’s port. Users could in theory make requests
directly to Gunicorn’s port, but that would be neither efficient nor
secure. Direct HTTP(S) requests should however be limited to the ports
of the proxy server by a firewall.

The loose coupling allows the services to be maintained individually.
Updating the Django application or one of its Python dependencies
can be done without re-configuring Nginx or PostgreSQL. It would
also be possible to replace Nginx with another proxy engine. For
instance, the more cloud-integrated service proxy Envoy [20]. This
would fundamentally change how the traffic from user clients is routed
to Gunicorn. As long as it is working as intended the switch makes no
difference from the point of view of Gunicorn or PostgreSQL.

This section introduced and gave an example of the micro-service
architecture. The key feature is loose coupling between multiple
services, where each service is focused on specialised tasks. The
upcoming subsections will demonstrate how the modularity of micro-
services can be utilized from a service perspective.

2.2 Virtual machines

Most machines and devices run some sort of an operating system (OS).
The OS manages the computer’s hardware and software resources,
provides common services such as network, and run other programs.
For the web server example from subsection 2.1.1, the OS would
run the Gunicorn, PostgreSQL and Nginx services on the computer.
Traditionally those application services would be running directly on a
computer dedicated to host one specific application.

The alternative to a dedicated physical machine is to be running
the services on a virtual machine (VM). VMs are emulations of a ma-
chine, designed to mimic their physical counterpart. Virtualization en-
ables easier maintenance, centralized network management, improved
recovery options and automated provisioning of new machines. This al-
lows organizations to fulfill request for new servers from a DevOps team
within minutes instead of hours or sometimes days. VMs do however
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have a lower performance compared to physical machines due to simu-
lation overhead.

Using a VM can be indistinguishable from a physical machine when it
is accessed remotely. To manage and maintain a VM is on the other hand
quite different. Machines dedicated to run VMs are often organized
in clusters, where the VMs are sand-boxed from each other. VMs can
often be migrated between hosts without experiencing any downtime,
blissfully ignorant of the actions on the lower levels of its host. This
allows an infrastructure team to do maintenance of host computers
during working hours without the users experiencing service downtime.

2.2.1 Example: Application on VM

The example from subsection 2.1.1 shows how different it would be
to put an application in production on virtual machine compared to a
physical machine.

When a traditional computer is requested, someone has to physically
install the hardware in a data center, connect it to the correct network(s)
and install an OS. It might take hours from a DevOps team sends the
request till they can remotely access the machine. If one or more
hardware components are out of stock it might even take multiple
working days.

Getting a VM on a cluster in the same data center should take no
more than 15 minutes. The only manual step should be to file the
request for it, either through a form or setup assistant. The system
should be able to allocate resources, create the VM, connect the selected
network(s) and install the selected OS. Installing and configuring the
Gunicorn, PostgreSQL and Nginx services would be the same either way.

This section looked at how VMs can speed up the deployment of
services, and how it from a DevOps team’s perspective would be quite
convenient to use VMs.

2.3 Containers

While VMs are virtualization at the machine level, containers are
virtualization at the OS level. They are used for building self-contained
software packages and built in a very descriptive and re-producible way;
making them excellent for automation. Docker [22] is the most widely
used tool for building and maintaining containers.

2.3.1 Example: Containerized service

The way to create a container is very descriptive – it literally spells
out every action required to create a container, beginning with a
base OS image. Continuing with the web service example from
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subsection 2.1.1, containerizing the Gunicorn service could be achieved
with the instructions in listing 2.1.

Listing 2.1: dockerfile

1 FROM python:3.7
2
3 COPY . /app
4 WORKDIR /app
5
6 RUN pip install -r requirements.txt
7
8 EXPOSE 8002
9 CMD ["gunicorn", "--workers 6", "--bind 0.0.0.0:8002", "app"]

A dockerfile such as this will usually be found in code repositories.
Besides a few standardized keywords it refer to the files and directories
in the repository and the services they provide. Step-by-step it describes
the build process in detail:

1. The FROM statement on line 1 defines which OS image to use as a
base for the container. This will use the official Python 3.7 image

2. On line 3 everything in the repository is copied to a /app directory
in the container. If the targeted directory do not exist, this
command also creates the directory before copying the files

3. On line 4 the working directory is changed from the repository to
the /app directory

4. Among the files that were copied to /app is the standard
requirements.txt file that lists Python modules required to run
a Django web service. Using the Python package installer PIP,
the RUN command on line 6 install those dependencies in the
container’s Python environment

5. On line 8 port 8002 is exposed so the proxy service can reach the
web service

6. Line 9 describes the CMD action, which is what the default action of
the running container will do. In this example, it want to run the
Gunicorn server with six worker threads, on port 8002, serving the
script named app (a Django application)

Running this dockerfile with Docker should always build a con-
tainer with an OS capable of running a Python 3.7 environment. The
environment should always contain all Python dependencies needed to
run the Django application. And if more containers like it is needed,
running the dockerfile again should build another exact copy.

As the straightforwardness of this example suggests, it is just the
baseline for a Python-based container. There are specialized base
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images that offer reduced container size or certain hardware support.
For instance, the Alpine series of Python images will create small
containers about a third of the size of the default Python images.
Combined with the technique of multi-stage building, where only the
built dependencies are copied to the container, container size for a basic
Python application can be reduced from around 950 MB to around 100
MB.

Containers are distributed with container registries. Docker Hub is a
public registry for Docker containers. A private registry be used to keep
containers within an organization for increased security or testing. [8]

This section explained that containers are virtualization at the OS
level. Containers are created using descriptive instructions, and well-
suited for automation.

2.4 Container orchestration

Despite the benefits of running services in containers, managing each
container manually can get quite tedious. Luckily there are orches-
tration tools that can automate configuration, deployment, scaling and
management of service containers so users do not have to handle them
individually. Kubernetes is such a container orchestration tool, originally
designed by Google.

In Kubernetes, the logical unit of a service is called a pod and
consists of all containers needed to run an instance of the service. The
communication among pods and with the system itself is simply HTTP.
By default, containers within the same pod can reach each other on
local ports, while traffic between pods has to be configured explicitly.
The system continuously monitor the containers to make sure they are
running. A container failing to answer liveness probes will be restarted
automatically.

Scale and redundancy is achieved by defining a number of running
copies for each pod, coined replica sets. The machines in a Kubernetes
cluster are either worker nodes or the master node. The workers run
regular service pods while the master node only run system services
needed for managing Kubernetes itself. The system architecture is
organized as micro-services on the master node and are managed like
any other service, with pods of service containers. It consists of the
components in figure 2.2:

The application programming interface (API) server is the commu-
nication tower of the cluster. It connects the master node with each
worker node, the management services with each other, and exposes
the API to front-end controls. Etcd is a distributed database used for
storing key-value data about the cluster. The controller manager runs
a suit of controllers that are responsible for keeping track of the pods,
monitoring worker nodes and providing service accounts. The sched-
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uler assigns new pods to a node. The user interface for a Kubernetes
cluster is a command-line interface (CLI) available on the master node
or an optional web dashboard. Finally, the Domain Name Service (DNS)
server provides the DNS records needed within the cluster. In addition,
both the master and worker nodes run a Kubelet agent that commu-
nicates with the API server and manages pods. The agents are local
enforcers, responsible for enacting the node directives stored in Etcd.
Worker nodes also have a network proxy that maintains network traffic,
and a container runtime such as Docker responsible for running the con-
tainers [21].

Figure 2.2: Kubernetes’ system architecture

API server

Etcd

Scheduler CLI/Web UIController manager

DNS server

Kubelet agentNetwork proxy Container runtime

Master node

Present on all nodes

When deploying a pod it is possible to set certain conditions for
how it should be placed in the cluster through defining deployment
constraints. If the service of a pod depends on another service running
in the cluster, defining an affinity for the other service will place pods on
nodes running that service. Similarly, defining an anti-affinity for itself
will place each replica on different nodes and thereby increase service
redundancy. Pods can also have affinities towards node types. Another
alternative for nodes is to define taints on them, and define explicitly
if pods have tolerations of a taint. The pods in a Kubernetes cluster is
organized within namespaces, allowing multiple teams or projects to run
pods in a shared cluster. Constraints will be discussed more in chapter 3.

2.4.1 Example: Kubernetes deployment

Deployments are defined in YAML configuration files. As an example,
listing 2.2 provides a fairly simple Nginx deployment.

Listing 2.2: proxy-server.yaml

1 apiVersion: apps/v1
2 kind: Deployment
3 metadata:
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4 name: proxy-server
5 labels:
6 app: nginx
7 spec:
8 replicas: 3
9 selector:

10 matchLabels:
11 app: nginx
12 template:
13 metadata:
14 labels:
15 app: nginx
16 spec:
17 containers:
18 - name: nginx
19 image: nginx:1.16-alpine
20 ports:
21 - containerPort: 80
22 resources:
23 requests:
24 cpu: "250m"
25 memory: "128M"

This will create a replica set of three pods (line 8) of Nginx
containers, each reachable on their 80 port (lines 19-21). The scheduler
will place them on worker nodes where the resources requested on lines
22-25 are available. The Kubelet agents on those nodes will instruct
their container runtime to fetch and run Alpine containers with Nginx
version 1.16. Note that the processor (CPU) requirement listed on line
24 is 250 millicores (1/4 CPU), and not an integer.

This section has introduced Kubernetes, a tool for container orches-
tration and service management. Service containers are organized in
pods, which are deployed to worker nodes. Scale and redundancy is
achieved by setting a number of replicas and defining deployment con-
straints. Nodes are managed by Kubelet agents that strive to enforce
the set goals for the node. Etcd and other central components such as
the scheduler are located on a master node.

2.5 Zephyrus2

Zephyrus2 is a configuration optimizer that utilizes constraints program-
ming to find the optimal placement of applications on VMs. It can
solve problems involving hundreds of services on hundreds of virtual
machines in seconds [1].

Zephyrus2 requires a declarative description as input. It has to
includes all software components and available VMs, and specify the
number of components and any other constraints. Zephyrus2 itself can
be deployed as a Docker container, and it can be communicated with
by sending HTTP requests with the description formatted as JavaScript
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Object Notation (JSON).

2.5.1 Example: ZephyrusZ optimization

Listing 2.3 is an example of a description sent to Zephyrus2. The
specification on line 27 asks for one web_server VM. The VMs is
described on lines 3-8 to need one CPU and 2048 MB memory. Lines
11-25 lists nine available servers with varying resources.

Listing 2.3: Description sent to Zephyrus2

1 {
2 "components": {
3 "web_server": {
4 "resources": {
5 "ram": 2048,
6 "cpu": 1
7 }
8 }
9 },

10 "locations": {
11 "server_1": {
12 "num": 1,
13 "resources": {
14 "ram": 12288,
15 "cpu": 3
16 }
17 },
18 (...),
19 "server_9": {
20 "num": 1,
21 "resources": {
22 "ram": 4096,
23 "cpu": 1
24 }
25 }
26 },
27 "specification": "web_server > 0; cost; (sum ?y in components: ?y)"
28 }

The response from Zephyrus2 in listing 2.4 suggests the VM should
be placed on server_4.

Listing 2.4: Configuration returned by Zephyrus2

1 {
2 "configuration": {
3 "bindings": [],
4 "locations": {
5 "server_4": {
6 "0": {
7 "web_server": 1
8 }

13



9 }
10 }
11 },
12 "optimized_bindings": []
13 }

The terminology used by Zephyrus2 differ from Kubernetes, but
conceptually they are fairly similar. For instance, locations and
components in Zephyrus2 description can be mapped to nodes and pods
in a Kubernetes cluster. Constraints require a more complex translation
between the two. Listing 2.5 provides an example of how a Zephyrus2
description could specify anti-affinity for a replica set.

Listing 2.5: A replica set with anti-affinity to itself

(forall ?x in locations: (?x.redis_cache <= 1))
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Chapter 3

Boreas: design and
implementation

As defined in RQ1, the goal of this thesis is to find ways to modify
Kubernetes so it uses fewer computing resources when deploying
services. Given a set of service pods and their deployment constraints,
the solution for RQ1 should find potential deployment configurations the
default Kubernetes procedure is unable to find. The focus is on the total
load of service pods at the time they get deployed to the cluster, not the
computing resource usage over the pods’ life cycle.

This chapter looks at how the deployment of pods to a Kubernetes
cluster could be improved to using fewer computing resources. It then
presents a design that should lead to reduced resource usage. Some
of the challenges that were solved during implementation of the design
and the limitations of the final implementation are also described.

3.1 Analyzing Kubernetes’ default deployment
procedure

Section 2.4 gave a brief introduction to the core system services of
Kubernetes and its system architecture, illustrated by Figure 2.2. This
section provides an analyse of the default deployment procedure in
order to find ways of improving service deployment.

When a pod deployment is created, it generates the following chain
of events:

1. A deployment request is sent from the user interface to the API
server

2. The API server creates and exposes a scheduling event

3. Schedulers listen for scheduling events from the API server. If a
scheduler matches an event’s criteria, it will process that event.
That entails to identify a node that is suitable for the pod of the
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scheduling event, and sending a suggestion back to the API server
in the form of a namespace binding between the pod and node

4. The API server adds the binding to Etcd

5. The Kubelet agent, running on the corresponding node, instructs
its container runtime to fetch and run the pod’s containers

A pivotal point in this event chain is when scheduling events are
processed by schedulers in step 3. The default Kubernetes scheduler
iterates unassigned pods one at the time when assigning them to a
node. It does so in an incredible speed, benchmarked to schedule 30000
pods to 1000 nodes in about ten minutes (a scheduling throughput of 51
pods/sec) [7].

This implementation does not guarantee that pods are placed where
they fit best if looking at all deployments as a whole. Hence, modifying
or replacing Kubernetes’ scheduler to make the scheduling process
more holistic should allow it to use less resources when deploying
services.

3.1.1 Extending Kubernetes’ scheduling procedure

The modular system architecture of Kubernetes allows it to be highly
configurable and extensible. There are three ways to modify its
schedulers or the scheduler algorithms:

1. Adding rules to the scheduler and re-compiling

2. Implementing a scheduler extender process that the standard
Kubernetes scheduler calls out to as a final pass when making
scheduling decisions

3. Implementing a new scheduler process that runs instead of, or
alongside of, the standard Kubernetes scheduler

Option 1 can be disregarded as it is only suitable for testing during
development. Option 2 allows an external process to filter and prioritize
between the available nodes, but it is still limited to scheduling one pod
at the time. That leaves option 3, described as a significant undertaking
in the official documentation [11].

3.1.2 Optimizing pod deployment with Zephyrus2

As described in chapter 2, Zephyrus2 is a configuration optimizer
designed to find optimized configurations for placement of services
(components) on a set of virtual machines (locations). However, it only
works on the configuration from a high-level perspective. Passing it the
details about new pods and available nodes in Kubernetes as if they
were service components and VMs does not make a big difference. The
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related work in section 1.3 had multiple examples of projects working
on utilizing configuration optimizers to improve scheduling in different
scenarios. Running the scheduling events by a configuration optimizer
such as Zephyrus2 would add some complexity and overhead, but should
find more holistic deployment configurations.

3.2 Designing the Boreas scheduler

This section provides a design that should use fewer computing
resources overall than the default scheduler when deploying services.

The analysis identified the implementation of Kubernetes’ default
scheduler as an issue relating to overall computing resource usage.
The official Kubernetes documentation states it is possible, although a
significant undertaking, to implement a new scheduling process. There
are multiple examples of configuration optimizers such as Zephyrus2
being used to improve deployment with constraints.

This led to the design of the Boreas1 scheduler. It is a custom
Kubernetes scheduler that utilize Zephyrus2 to optimize pod placement.
Instead of processing scheduling events one at the time, the scheduler
will batch the events. It then sends each batch together with data about
the cluster as a request to Zephyrus2.

Figure 3.1: Design of Boreas

API server

Default scheduler Boreas scheduler

Zephyrus2 optimizer

Boreas

Master node

Zephyrus2 will process the description, and return the optimized
placement of each pods in the cluster. The result for each batch
should then be enacted by sending namespace bindings to the API
server similarly to the default scheduler. The batch size is limited
to a set amount of events and seconds (whichever comes first). The

1With Zephyrus and its host project Aeolus being named after the minor god of the
west wind and the god of wind in ancient Greek religion, respectively, it only seemed
fitting to name this project after the minor god of north wind and bringer of cold winter
air, Boreas.
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time restriction minimize the increased overhead while the size can be
tailored to the optimizer’s requirements.

The Boreas scheduler and Zephyrus2 will run in separate Docker
containers, organized together in a service pod. They will run on the
master node alongside other Kubernetes system services. The Boreas
scheduler will communicate with the API server using the Kubernetes
client API, and to Zephyrus2 using regular HTTP requests.

3.3 Implementing the Boreas scheduler

This section explains how the design of the Boreas scheduler was
implemented, and the technical challenges that had to be overcome
during the development process.

Kubernetes is implemented in the Go programming language. A
custom scheduler could be implemented in another programming
language due to the modular system architecture of Kubernetes. To
function as a system component such as a scheduler does however
create some practical boundaries. There are official client libraries for
Kubernetes available for Go, Java, JavaScript and Python, and others
that are still under development. When putting an emphasis on available
development experience, the choice fell on Python.

The release cycle of Kubernetes is fairly fast, shipping a new dot
release roughly every three months. The development was therefore
locked to Kubernetes version 1.12 that released on September 27, 2018,
and the corresponding version of the official Python client library for
Kubernetes [24].

A prerequisite for the development was a working example of a
minimal custom scheduler. This would be the basis for the development
iterations. Kubernetes has a lot of moving parts, and is a big domain
to get formalized with as a developer. In general the documentation is
quite good. Custom schedulers is however not something many delve
into. That section of the documentation was therefore sparse, and there
were not many working examples. To add insult to injury, the common
example circulating blogs and articles was an incomplete code shell.

A working minimal scheduler was made by extending on the Python
example skeletons with hints gathered from a working scheduler written
in the Go programming language. It followed the design of the default
scheduler, processing incoming scheduling events one at the time.
There were no connection to Zephyrus2, instead selecting nodes at
random as a proof-of-concept.

3.3.1 Deploying a custom scheduler

A critical part was a deployment configuration that granted scheduler
privilege to the scheduler. Namespace bindings sent to the API server
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would otherwise be rejected as illegitimate, seemly originating from an
unauthorized scheduler. Scheduling privilege was granted by adding
a service account with such privilege in addition to the regular pod
deployment, as demonstrated in listing 3.1. The service account is
created in lines 1-5. It is granted the privilege on lines 15-18 through
Kubernetes’ role-based access control (RBAC). The deployment of the
Boreas scheduler itself starts on line 20.

Listing 3.1: deployments/scheduler.yaml

1 apiVersion: v1
2 kind: ServiceAccount
3 metadata:
4 name: boreas-scheduler
5 namespace: kube-system
6 ---
7 kind: ClusterRoleBinding
8 apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
9 metadata:

10 name: boreas-scheduler-as-kube-scheduler
11 subjects:
12 - kind: ServiceAccount
13 name: boreas-scheduler
14 namespace: kube-system
15 roleRef:
16 kind: ClusterRole
17 name: system:kube-scheduler
18 apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
19 ---
20 apiVersion: apps/v1
21 kind: Deployment
22 metadata:
23 labels:
24 component: scheduler
25 tier: control-plane
26 name: boreas-scheduler
27 namespace: kube-system
28 (...)

The custom scheduler should be deployed alongside other Kuber-
netes system pods on the master node. This can be achieved by adding
deployment constraints to the configuration as displayed in listing 3.2.

Listing 3.2: deployments/scheduler.yaml

70 (...)
71 nodeSelector:
72 node-role.kubernetes.io/master: ""
73 tolerations:
74 - key: node-role.kubernetes.io/master
75 effect: NoSchedule
76 (...)
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This will match the custom scheduler’s pod with the master node
by requesting a node with the label key node-role.kubernetes.io/-
master2. The master node is however labeled as off limits to regular
pods by the NoSchedule taint, explicitly stating that pods should not be
scheduled on it. In order for the default scheduler to deploy the custom
scheduler on the master node, its deployment script therefore has to
explicitly tolerating the NoSchedule taint.

Listing 3.3: deployments/scheduler.yaml

41 (...)
42 containers:
43 - name: boreas-scheduler
44 image: torgeirl/boreas-scheduler:0.1.0
45 (...)

The deployment script requires a container image of the custom
scheduler. As described in subsection 2.3.1, the container is built and
run based on the instructions in a dockerfile. Line 44 in listing 3.3
requests version 0.1.0 of the Boreas scheduler, which will be fetched by
Docker from a public container repository on Docker Hub [28].

3.3.2 Deploying Zephyrus2 with Kubernetes

As mentioned in section 2.5, Zephyrus2 itself can be run as a Docker
container. Some additional configuration is however required before
Kubernetes can deploy the Zephyrus2 container in a pod. The
deployment script needs to specify the readiness and liveness probes
for the container, as demonstrated in listing 3.4.

Listing 3.4: deployments/scheduler.yaml

59 (...)
60 - name: zephyrus2
61 image: jacopomauro/zephyrus2:v2.0.2
62 livenessProbe:
63 httpGet:
64 path: /health
65 port: 9001
66 initialDelaySeconds: 15
67 readinessProbe:
68 httpGet:
69 path: /health
70 port: 9001
71 (...)

2By convention the value of this label’s key-value pair is always an empty string, so
the presence of the label could be interpreted as a True.
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Once the Zephyrus2 container is running in the same pod as the
custom scheduler, the containers can communicate with each other
using HTTP. A configuration can be retrieved from Zephyrus2 by sending
a HTTP post request to its container, as exemplified on line 4 of
listing 3.5.

Listing 3.5: Request example in the Python programming language

1 import requests
2
3 desc = {’components’: {}, ’locations’: {}, ’specification’: {}}
4 config = requests.post(’http://127.0.0.1:9001/process’, data = desc)

3.3.3 Integrating Kubernetes with Zephyrus2

Zephyrus2 was designed to minimize the cost of application deployment
to virtual machines (VMs) [1]. Conceptually there is not a big
difference between that and the placement of service pods on nodes in a
Kubernetes cluster. In practice, extensive adjustments and conversions
of the data from Kubernetes had to be made before Zephyrus2 was able
to process the placement of Kubernetes pods.

Zephyrus2 requires data about the components and available
locations, and a specification that details the number of components to
deploy and other deployment preferences. After the data needed by
Zephyrus2 has been gathered, a cascade of changes have to be made by
Boreas before it can be sent to Zephyrus2.

The dash symbol is heavily used in Kubernetes to construct names
and labels while it has syntactical meaning in Zephyrus2. This was
solved by running every name through a bi-directional map function that
strips names for dash symbols. Another minor issue was that Zephyrus2
does not support fractional CPU requirements while Kubernetes also
allows for millicpu/millicores (ie. 100m) and fractions (ie. 0.1). Fraction
support was added indirectly by multiplying both the needed and
available CPU descriptions by 1000.

The API server creates individual scheduling events for each pod
in a replica set. It is possible to pass them to Zephyrus2 as separate
components, but the increased number of components and constraints
would greatly reduce its performance. The pods in a replica set
therefore had to be compressed down to one component. It is then
decompressed while the configuration returned by Zephyrus2 gets
processed. This compression is currently limited to replica sets within
the same scheduling batch. It would be possible to make it global, but
limitations in the Kubernetes’ Python library made it too time-consuming
to implement. It was therefore left for future development iterations.

Deployment constraints for Kubernetes such as affinities are ex-
pressed using labels. This makes them quite expressive, but at the same
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time complex to translate to named components. This was solved by
gathering the labels of batched pods, deployed pods and worker nodes.
That data was then used to create a reverse look-up function. It could
be used to convert the constraints from labels to named components
and nodes. This was combined with detecting replica sets to improve
performance.

The Boreas scheduler supports required (hard) pod affinities with
the In operator. Kubernetes also supports preferred (soft) affinities,
affinities for nodes and an additional three operators: NotIn, Exists
and DoesNotExist. Preferred affinities would also introduce support
for additional topology keys. [2] Further constraint support was deemed
outside the scoop of this thesis. It was therefore left for future
development iterations.

3.3.4 Batching scheduling events

A major challenge while extending the prototype to meet the design
goals were to combine bursts of scheduling events into batches. The
scheduling events in Kubernetes are made available by the API server
through an event stream. In the official Python client library, this is
implemented as a generator. Since the generator is not implemented
with asynchronously support it is not possible to batch events from the
event stream directly. To make it asynchronous would require modifying
the client library, or writing a complex asynchronous wrapper around it.

While dissecting functions of the client library to better understand
the problem a discovery was made. The stream function had an
optional argument not mentioned in the documentation. It enabled
event streams to be stopped from a timeout as demonstrated on line
311 in listing 3.6. The stop function demonstrated on lines 315-317
enabled event streams to be stopped after a set amount of events were
batched. The combination of the two allowed the function to return a
batch when either batch size or the time limited was reached (whichever
comes first).

Listing 3.6: src/scheduler.py

306 (...)
307 def get_event_batch(self, previous, batch_limit, time_limit):
308 ’’’Returns a batch of N events, or what could be found within the time

↪→ limit.’’’
309 w = watch.Watch()
310 batch = []
311 for event in w.stream(self.api.list_namespaced_pod, ’default’,

↪→ timeout_seconds=time_limit):
312 if event[’object’].status.phase == ’Pending’ and event[’object’].

↪→ spec.scheduler_name == self.name:
313 if not previous or not event[’object’].metadata.name in

↪→ previous:
314 batch.append(event)
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315 if len(batch) == batch_limit:
316 w.stop()
317 return batch
318 return batch
319 (...)

The function is threaded using an asynchronous wrapper created
with the Trio async library [29], as shown in listing 3.7. This could be
extended to allow for asynchronous batching, but a full implementation
is left for future development iterations.

Listing 3.7: src/scheduler.py

325 (...)
326 batch = await run_sync_in_worker_thread(partial(self.get_event_batch,

↪→ previous, batch_limit=30, time_limit=10))
327 (...)

3.4 Boreas scheduling example

Users do not interact directly with schedulers in Kubernetes. As
described in section 3.1, the deployment request is sent from one of
the user interfaces to the API server which creates and exposes a
scheduling event. When Boreas is deployed to a cluster it will listen for
scheduling events from the API server. Users control which scheduler
that processes a request with the schedulerName option as seen on line
8 in listing 3.8. If no preference is specified the event will be processed
by the default scheduler and ignored by the Boreas scheduler.

Listing 3.8: deployments/pause.yaml

13 apiVersion: v1
14 kind: Pod
15 metadata:
16 name: annotation-boreas-scheduler
17 labels:
18 name: multischeduler-example
19 spec:
20 schedulerName: boreas-scheduler
21 containers:
22 - name: pod-with-second-annotation-container
23 image: k8s.gcr.io/pause:2.0
24 resources:
25 requests:
26 cpu: ’0.1’
27 memory: "128M"

A pod deployment can be created from listing 3.8. The API server will
create a scheduling event for that deployment. When Boreas process
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the event it will gather the data Zephyrus2 needs to find an optimal
placement of the pod. This include data on the pod (components),
available nodes (locations) and a specification. The result for this
deployment would be the description in listing 3.9.

Listing 3.9: Description sent to Zephyrus2

1 {
2 "components": {
3 "annotation_boreas_scheduler": {
4 "resources": {
5 "RAM": 128,
6 "cpu": 100
7 }
8 }
9 },

10 "locations": {
11 "k8s_worker_1": {
12 "num": 1,
13 "resources": {
14 "RAM": 3531,
15 "cpu": 800
16 }
17 },
18 (...),
19 "k8s_worker_6": {
20 "num": 1,
21 "resources": {
22 "RAM": 3531,
23 "cpu": 800
24 }
25 }
26 },
27 "specification": "annotation_boreas_scheduler > 0; cost; (sum ?y in

↪→ components: ?y)"
28 }

Zephyrus2 will interpret the specification on line 27 as a list of
priorities. The first priority is to find placement for one instance of the
annotation-boreas-scheduler component. The second priority is to
make it as cheap as possible for the needed components.

The response from Zephyrus2 will come in the form of a configura-
tion. Listing 3.10 shows the configuration returned for the previous pod
deployment. This configuration suggests the pod should be placed on
k8s-worker-4.

Listing 3.10: Configuration sent from Zephyrus2

1 {
2 "configuration": {
3 "bindings": [],
4 "locations": {
5 "k8s_worker_4": {
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6 "0": {
7 "annotation_boreas_scheduler": 1
8 }
9 }

10 }
11 },
12 "optimized_bindings": []
13 }

Boreas will send a namespace binding for the pod and k8s-worker-4
to the API server. Once the binding is received by the API server, Boreas
will print a scheduling action to its log as in listing 3.11.

Listing 3.11: Logged confirmation of pod scheduling

Scheduling ’annotation-boreas-scheduler’ on k8s-worker-4

Beyond the scoop of Boreas, the API server will store the
namespace binding in Etcd. The Kubelet agent managing k8s-worker-4
will immediately request its Docker runtime to fetch and run one
k8s.gcr.io/pause:2.0 container for the pod.
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Chapter 4

Evaluation and discussion

In this chapter the Boreas scheduler from chapter 3 will be compared to
the default Kubernetes scheduler. It is concluded by a discussion on the
results and their implications.

The testing validates that the Boreas scheduler is working as
described in section 3.2. The results will help answer the last research
question on how the Boreas scheduler effects Kubernetes’ deployment
performance. The focus of the tests are on the differences in pod
placement between the Boreas scheduler and the default scheduler.
Neither scheduling throughput (as described in section 3.1) nor time
usage more general has been a focus. When time usage is mentioned it
is an approximation for the default scheduler.

Figure 4.1: Kubernetes test cluster

k8s-master-1

k8s-worker-6 k8s-worker-1

k8s-worker-5 k8s-worker-2

k8s-worker-4 k8s-worker-3

All tests were conducted on a small Kubernetes cluster with six
worker nodes as illustrated by figure 4.1. Detailed instructions on how
to set up an equivalent Kubernetes cluster is provided in appendix A.
Each worker node has 1 CPU and 4 GB RAM, and will allocate all its
resources for pods besides what it needs to run its systems. For nodes
of this size it is recommended to reserve 0.1 CPU and 100 MB RAM
for Kubernetes’ systems (Kubelet agent, network proxy and container
runtime) and another 0.1 CPU and 400 MB RAM for the worker node’s
other systems. The default for Kubernetes 1.12 is that only the portion
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for Kubernetes’ systems gets reserved, as illustrated by figure 4.2.
Hence, both the default Kubernetes scheduler and the Boreas scheduler
will work under the assumption that each worker node has a total of 0.9
CPU and 3931 MB RAM allocatable for pod deployments.

Figure 4.2: Resources of worker node

Pod
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Pod

Node and system services

Allocatable: 0.8 CPU, 3.5 GB

Total: 1.0 CPU, 4.0 GB

Recommended

Pod

Pod

Pod

Node and system services

Allocatable: 0.9 CPU, 3.9 GB

Total: 1.0 CPU, 4.0 GB

Kubernetes 1.12 default

Before testing pod deployments with constrain it is best to verify that
both schedulers are able to the fill the cluster completely full with pods.
Confirming that they work the same in less advanced scenarios such as
this isolate differences in upcoming tests.

Table 4.1: Deployment configuration for verification

Pod name Replicas CPU RAM

Simple 30 0.18 0.75 GB

Total 30 5.40 22.50 GB

The pod deployment used to verify if the schedulers were able to
fill up the cluster ran 30 replicas and required a total of 5.4 CPU (100
%) and 22.5 GB RAM (95 %), as shown in table 4.1. Both schedulers
placed five pods on each node as shown in table 4.21. It took the default
scheduler less than a second to schedule the pods while the Boreas
scheduler used an average of 2.1 seconds to process and scheduler
the pods. As discussed in section 3.1.2, it is to expect that Boreas is

1Note that pod’s name in figures in this chapter has been simplified to increased
readability. A pod named simple-6fdc7cfd6b-2prn2 will be showed as simple-01. The
hash in the middle ensures that pods of two deployments with identical names can be
distinguished while the last hash makes the pod’s name unique.
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a little slower due to the overhead from sending the configuration by an
optimizer.

Table 4.2: Placement of pods in verification

worker-1 worker-2 worker-3 worker-4 worker-5 worker-6

simple-01 simple-06 simple-11 simple-16 simple-21 simple-26

simple-02 simple-07 simple-12 simple-17 simple-22 simple-27

simple-03 simple-08 simple-13 simple-18 simple-23 simple-28

simple-04 simple-09 simple-14 simple-19 simple-24 simple-29

simple-05 simple-10 simple-15 simple-20 simple-25 simple-30

The sets of pods for each test are organized in Kubernetes
deployment scripts to ensure that they easily can be reproduced.
Appendix B provides a walk-thought for replicating each test.

4.1 Test outcomes

Given a deployment where there exists permutations of the pods on the
worker nodes that satisfies every deployment constraint, the outcomes
for the deployment tests are categorised in the following ways:

Success A scheduler successfully place all pods on a worker node.

Failure A scheduler fails to place one or more pods on a worker node.

Due to the differences in implementation, the effects of a failure
plays out different for the two schedulers. Since the default scheduler
finds placement a pod at the time, it will place some of the pods on
worker nodes. It will do so until it either runs out of compute resources
or nodes that tolerate the pods and/or nodes the remain pods tolerate.
Any pods that the default scheduler was unable to find placement for
remains Pending while the rest will be running. The pod description
can confirm that a pod is pending due to failed scheduling. The warning
description details how the default scheduler is unable to find a suitable
placement for it:

$ kubectl describe pod <pod name>
(...)
FailedScheduling warning: 0/7 nodes are available: 1 node(s) had taints

↪→ that the pod didn’t tolerate, 6 Insufficient cpu, 6 Insufficient
↪→ memory.

(...)

If Zephyrus2 can not provide the Boreas scheduler with a placement
for all pods in a batch, none of the pods in that specific batch gets
scheduled:
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$ kubectl logs boreas-scheduler-<pod-identifier> boreas-scheduler --
↪→ namespace=kube-system

(...)
Warning: no configuration returned from optimizer: no_solution_found
(...)

4.2 Test A: simple deployment

The first test is a simple deployment. It is almost the same as the one
used for verification. The difference is that it fills the cluster 2/3 full by
running 20 replicas and requiring a total of 3.6 CPU (67 %) and 15 GB
RAM (64 %), as shown in table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Deployment configuration of test A

Pod name Replicas CPU RAM

Simple 20 0.18 0.75 GB

Total 20 3.60 15.00 GB

Both scheduler successfully placed all pods on the nodes in the
cluster, but as shown in table 4.4 and 4.5 the pod placements look quite
different. As explained in section 3.1, the default scheduler priorities to
spread pods evenly between available nodes. The Boreas scheduler will
on the other hand request that Zephyrus2 uses as few as possible nodes
when all other placement requirements are fulfilled.

Table 4.4: Placement of pods from test A by the default scheduler

worker-1 worker-2 worker-3 worker-4 worker-5 worker-6

simple-01 simple-04 simple-07 simple-11 simple-14 simple-18

simple-02 simple-05 simple-08 simple-12 simple-15 simple-19

simple-03 simple-06 simple-09 simple-13 simple-16 simple-20

simple-10 simple-17

Table 4.5: Placement of pods from test A by the boreas scheduler

worker-1 worker-2 worker-3 worker-4 worker-5 worker-6

simple-01 simple-06 simple-11 simple-16

simple-02 simple-07 simple-12 simple-17

simple-03 simple-08 simple-13 simple-18

simple-04 simple-09 simple-14 simple-19

simple-05 simple-10 simple-15 simple-20
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This test indicates that the two schedulers place pods of a simple
deployment quite differently, due to different placement priorities.

4.3 Test B: deployment with constraints

The next test will focus on how the schedulers handle filling the cluster
fairly full of deployment with constraints. As explained in section 2.4,
deployment constraints allow us to define conditions for how a pod
should be placed in the cluster. This test will use a set of deployments
with 20 pods that requires a total of 4.8 CPU (89 %) and 19.2 GB RAM
(81 %). A few of the pods have affinities, as listed in table 4.6.

Table 4.6: Deployment configuration of test B

Pod name Replicas CPU RAM Constraints

Balder 4 0.2 0.8 GB

Freyja 4 0.3 1.2 GB Anti-affinity to itself, affinity to Nerthus

Nerthus 4 0.3 1.2 GB Anti-affinity to itself

Skadi 8 0.2 0.8 GB

Total 20 4.8 19.2 GB

The default scheduler has trouble finding a suitable placement for all
pods in this test, usually leaving one instance of Freyja Pending. After a
couple of re-runs it is able to find the placement in table 4.7. Based on a
sample size of 50 re-runs, the chance of success seems to be about 1/3.
The Boreas scheduler finds a placement for all pods on each attempt as
seen in table 4.8.

Table 4.7: Placement of pods from test B by the default scheduler

worker-1 worker-2 worker-3 worker-4 worker-5 worker-6

freyja-1 balder-1 balder-2 balder-3 balder-4 freyja-4

nerthus-1 skadi-2 freyja-2 skadi-5 freyja-3 nerthus-4

skadi-1 skadi-3 nerthus-2 skadi-6 nerthus-3 skadi-8

skadi-4 skadi-7

Table 4.8: Placement of pods from test B by the Boreas scheduler

worker-1 worker-2 worker-3 worker-4 worker-5 worker-6

balder-1 skadi-1 skadi-5 balder-2 balder-3 balder-4

freyja-1 skadi-2 skadi-6 freyja-2 freyja-3 freyja-4

nerthus-1 skadi-3 skadi-7 nerthus-2 nerthus-3 nerthus-4

skadi-4 skadi-8
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This shows that increased deployment complexity due to deployment
constraints can make the default scheduler unable to find a placement
for all pods while the Boreas scheduler identifies a suitable permutation.

4.4 Test C: deployment with more constraints

This test only adds one extra constraint compared to the previous test.
It still use a set of deployments with 20 pods that requires a total of
4.8 CPU (89 %) and 19.2 GB RAM (81 %) as listed in table 4.9. The
difference is that the Balder pods now has anti-affinity for Skadi pods.

Table 4.9: Deployment configuration of test C

Pod name Replicas CPU RAM Constraints

Balder 4 0.2 0.8 GB Anti-affinity to Skadi

Freyja 4 0.3 1.2 GB Anti-affinity to itself, affinity to Nerthus

Nerthus 4 0.3 1.2 GB Anti-affinity to itself

Skadi 8 0.2 0.8 GB

Total 20 4.8 19.2 GB

The default scheduler is only able to find placement for 18 out of the
20 pods, as listed in table 4.10. It leaves two Skadi pods pending since
they do not satisfy the anti-affinity rules of pods already placed. The
Boreas scheduler was on the other hand able to find placement for all
20 pods as shown in table 4.11.

Table 4.10: Placement of pods from test C by the default scheduler

worker-1 worker-2 worker-3 worker-4 worker-5 worker-6

freyja-1 balder-1 balder-2 balder-3 freyja-4 skadi-4

nerthus-1 freyja-2 freyja-3 balder-4 nerthus-4 skadi-5

skadi-1 nerthus-2 nerthus-3 skadi-2 skadi-3

skadi-6

Table 4.11: Placement of pods from test C by the Boreas scheduler

worker-1 worker-2 worker-3 worker-4 worker-5 worker-6

freyja-1 skadi-2 balder-1 freyja-2 freyja-3 freyja-4

nerthus-1 skadi-3 balder-2 nerthus-2 nerthus-3 nerthus-4

skadi-1 skadi-4 balder-3 skadi-6 skadi-7 skadi-8

skadi-5 balder-4

This test shows there are scheduling scenarios with deployment
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constraints where the Boreas scheduler is able to find placement for
all pods while the default scheduler only find placement for some pods.

4.5 Test D: free node with deployment con-
straints

The last test will focus on how the schedulers handles a set of
deployments that could leave a node unused. It will use five deployments
with 14 pods that requires a total of 3.4 CPU (63 %) and 15.3 GB RAM
(65 %). Many of the pods have affinities, as listed in table 4.12.

Table 4.12: Deployment configuration of test D

Pod name Replicas CPU RAM Constraints

Asperitas 3 0.4 1.8 GB Anti-affinity to itself

Cirrus 2 0.2 0.9 GB

Cumulus 3 0.2 0.9 GB Anti-affinity to itself, affinity to Asperitas

Nimbus 2 0.2 0.9 GB Anti-affinity to itself and Asperitas

Stratus 4 0.2 0.9 GB Anti-affinity to itself

Total 14 3.4 15.3 GB

Table 4.13: Placement of pods from test D by the default scheduler

worker-1 worker-2 worker-3 worker-4 worker-5 worker-6

cirrus-1 asperitas-1 asperitas-2 cirrus-2 asperitas-3 nimbus-2

nimbus-1 cumulus-1 cumulus-2 stratus-3 cumulus-3 stratus-4

stratus-1 stratus-2

As seen from table 4.13 and 4.14, both schedulers were able to find
placements for the deployments. While the default scheduler used all
nodes, the Boreas scheduler left one node unused.

Table 4.14: Placement of pods from test D by the Boreas scheduler

worker-1 worker-2 worker-3 worker-4 worker-5 worker-6

asperitas-1 asperitas-2 cirrus-1 nimbus-2 asperitas-3

cumulus-1 cumulus-2 nimbus-1 stratus-4 cirrus-2

stratus-1 stratus-2 stratus-3 cumulus-3

This test shows there are scenarios with deployment constraints
where pod placements by the Boreas scheduler use fewer nodes than
the default Kubernetes’ scheduler.
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4.6 Discussion

The default scheduler succeeded tests A and D, sometimes test B and
failed test C. The Boreas scheduler passed all four tests, as shown in
table 4.15.

Table 4.15: Test results

Test Default Boreas

A Success Success

B Failure Success

C Failure Success

D Success Success

The test cluster had a fixed number of worker nodes. In a production
setting, Kubernetes might instead run on auto-scaling infrastructure [3].
When Boreas found placements that did not use all nodes in tests A and
D, the number of nodes could have been scaled down. When the default
scheduler could not find a placement for all pods in tests B and C, an
extra worker node would have been created. In all instances, the Boreas
scheduler would use fewer nodes than the default scheduler.

The test cluster in this study is relatively small. It limited the size and
complexity of the tests. A larger cluster would allow for a wider range
of tests. The test volume was limited to tens of re-runs by the testing
being conducted manually. An automated test pipeline could support
thousands of re-runs. The tests in this chapter show that Boreas is better
than the default scheduler at deploying pods with complex deployment
constraints. An increased test volume on a larger test cluster could have
extended that to show how much more suited Boreas is.

An observation from the testing is that the default scheduler seems
to have a threshold of constraint complexity it can handle. This is
exemplified by comparing the results for tests B and C. The default
scheduler succeeds test B approximately 1/3 of 50 re-runs. Test C, which
is test B with an additional constraint, was never succeeded by the
default scheduler.

The overhead increase from using the Boreas scheduler is approxim-
ated at ±2 seconds per batch. The batch size limitation has not been
relevant for these tests due to the small test cluster. Zephyrus2 can find
placement for descriptions involving hundreds of pods and nodes [1]. A
large enough cluster would make the batch size relevant when utilizing
Zephyrus2 for optimizing. It might be relevant in different scenarios for
another optimizer.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This chapter summarizes the research in this thesis, and makes some
recommendations for future work.

Three research questions were formulated in section 1.2. (RQ1) pose
an open-ended question:

(RQ1) How can Kubernetes be modified to use fewer computing re-
sources overall when deploying services?

The deployment procedure in Kubernetes was analysed to look
for points of improvement. The analysis revealed a weakness with
Kubernetes’ scheduler, responsible for placement of new pods to a node.
Its ability to handle deployment constraint is limited due to it iterating
unassigned pods one at a time. This would lead to pods combinations
with harder deployment constraints being placed inefficient, increasing
costs.

Modifying or replacing the default scheduler was identified as
an opportunity to make the scheduling process more holistic. It
should improve the handling of deployment constraint, reduce overall
resource usage, and consequently reduce costs (details are available in
section 3.1).

(RQ2) How can a combination of Kubernetes and an optimizer tool such
as Zephyrus2 improve service deployment?

Two sub-questions was added to obtain more detailed information for
(RQ2):

(RQ2−a) How can Kubernetes be extended to integrate with Zephyrus2?

Ways to extend Kubernetes’ scheduling procedure were explored.
The implementation of a new scheduling process that runs instead of, or
alongside of, the default scheduler was identified as the best option for
extending Kubernetes to allow for an integration with Zephyrus2. The
official documentation did however warn that it would be a significant
undertaking [11].
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The custom Kubernetes scheduler Boreas was designed to address
the weakness of the default scheduler. Boreas would act as a bridge
between Kubernetes and Zephyrus2. When Kubernetes sent bursts of
scheduling events, Boreas should batch them. Each batch should be sent
as optimization queries to Zephyrus2, and the result should be returned
to Kubernetes.

Implementing Boreas did turn into a demanding development
process. A prototype was built and used as the basis for the development
iterations. Using an official programming library the custom scheduler
was integrated with other system services (details are available in
sections 3.1.1, 3.2 and 3.3).

(RQ2−b) What changes needs to be made to Zephyrus2 for such integra-
tion?

Zephyrus2 itself could be deployed as a service container. Minor
adjustments to its deployment configuration had to be made before it
could be deployed in a pod alongside Boreas. Zephyrus2 was designed
to minimize the cost of application deployment to virtual machines
(VMs) [1]. Conceptually there is little difference between that and the
placement of service pods on nodes in a Kubernetes cluster. In practice,
quite a few technical challenges that had to be overcome. This included
extensive adjustments and conversions of the data from Kubernetes by
Boreas before Zephyrus2 could process the placement of Kubernetes
pods (details are available in sections 3.3.2, 3.1.2 and 3.3.3).

(RQ3) How did the changes to Kubernetes effect its deployment perform-
ance?

The evaluation showed that the Boreas scheduler is better at finding
placements for pods with deployment constraints when compared to
the default scheduler. Boreas found placement for all pods when the
default scheduler left a few pending. It also used fewer nodes when such
permutations existed, allowing a decrease in nodes (details are available
in chapter 4).

5.1 Future work

Section 4.6 discuss deployment with Boreas on auto-scaling infrastruc-
ture, and how that should work compared to the default scheduler. Fu-
ture work could explore optimal scheduling with auto-scaling forecast-
ing to find optimal placement of pods with yet-to-exist worker nodes.

Prometheus is a monitoring framework for Kubernetes that can
collect node, pod and service metrics automatically. Scheduling could
be improved by weighing cluster data with monitoring metrics [5].
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When the design of Boreas was explained in section 3.2, it is mention
that batch size can be tailored to the optimizer’s requirements. With
a larger test cluster and more advanced deployment constraints the
batch size should become a challenge for Zephyrus2. This could include
testing with different optimizers, or a portfolio approach with multiple
optimizer running in parallel.

Section 3.1 mention benchmarking of the default Kubernetes
scheduling with 30000 pods to 1000 nodes. Those tests were conduced
using Kubemark simulations [7], and future work could explore bench-
marking the Boreas scheduler using similar simulations.
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Appendix A

Setting up a Kubernetes
test cluster

This appendix provides a guide for how to create a Kubernetes cluster
similar to the cluster used for the tests in chapter 4.

The configuration process is automated using Ansible [16] configur-
ation scripts known as playbooks. This is to speed up the process and
ensure that all nodes are configured in exactly the same way. The play-
books are based on a Digital Ocean community tutorial [18].

A.1 Prerequisites

There are a few prerequisites for running the playbooks:

• Ansible and Python3 installed on the local machine

• One Ubuntu 18.04 LTS server with 2 CPUs and 8 GB RAM (the
master node)

• Six Ubuntu 18.04 LTS servers with 1 CPU and 4 GB RAM (the
worker nodes)

• A non-root user with sudo privileges named ubuntu on each server
(it is recommended to add this during server provisioning, but a
fallback solution is provided in a later step)

• SSH access to the servers from the local machine with SSH key
pairs. Easiest method is to create/modify the ~/.ssh/config file
on the local machine with the servers’ login details

• TCP traffic on port 6443 must be permitted between the servers

When the workers playbook is run later in this guide, it verifies that
the worker nodes can connect with Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
to port 6443 on the master node. This happens before it attempts to
add the worker nodes to the cluster. Verify that this is in place before
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continuing the guide. The cluster will not work without it. For an
OpenStack-based platform, such as the Norwegian Cloud Infrastructure
for Research and Education (UH-IaaS), it can be enabled by organizing
the servers in a network security group and adding a rule to that group
with the following characteristics:

• Rule: Custom TCP Rule

• Direction: Ingress

• Open Port: Port

• Port: 6443

• Remote: Security Group

• Security Group: <name of the security group>

• Ether Type: IPv4

The servers can be added to the local machine’s ~/.ssh/known_hosts
file by manually logging into them using Secure Shell (SSH). This should
be combined with updating the Advanced Packaging Tool (APT) before
rebooting the server:

$ ssh <server name>
The authenticity of host ’<IP ADDRESS>’ can’t be established.
ECDSA key fingerprint is SHA256:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
ECDSA key fingerprint is MD5:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx.
Are you sure you want to continue connecting (yes/no)? YES

<server name>:~$ sudo apt-get update && sudo reboot

A.2 Getting the playbooks and preparations

Download the v1.12 branch of the playbook repository to the local
machine and change directory to it:

$ git clone -b v1.12 https://github.com/torgeirl/kubernetes-playbooks.git
$ cd kubernetes-playbooks

The Ansible client needs to be provided the IP addresses of the
servers in the cluster. Create a hosts file by making a copy of
hosts.example and edit it using a text editor such as Vim:

$ cp hosts.example hosts
$ vim hosts
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Replace each instance of the angle brackets with the IP addresses
of the servers. Add extra worker lines to include all six of the worker
nodes.

A.3 Running the playbooks

The YML files in the /playbooks directory are filled with comments that
explain what will get installed on the servers. Further information about
the setup can be found in the official Kubernetes documentation [26].

If a non-root user with sudo privileges named ubuntu is not already
created on all servers it needs to be added now. Skip this step if such a
user was added during server provisioning:

$ ansible-playbook -i hosts playbooks/initial.yml

Install version 1.12 of Kubernetes with the latest patch and all of its
dependencies on all nodes:

$ ansible-playbook -i hosts playbooks/kube-dependencies.yml

Initialize Kubernetes on the master node, then SSH to it and wait for
it to get status Ready:

$ ansible-playbook -i hosts playbooks/master.yml
$ ssh <master node>
ubuntu@<master node>:~$ kubectl get nodes
NAME STATUS ROLES AGE VERSION
<master node> Ready master 34s v1.12.10

ubuntu@<master node>:~$ exit

Once the master node is Ready the worker nodes can be added to the
cluster:

$ ansible-playbook -i hosts playbooks/workers.yml

SSH into the master node again, and verify that the worker nodes
are Ready as well:

$ ssh <master node>
ubuntu@<master node>:~$ kubectl get nodes
NAME STATUS ROLES AGE VERSION
<master node> Ready master 10m v1.12.10
<worker node 1> Ready master 12s v1.12.10
<worker node 2> Ready master 11s v1.12.10
<worker node 3> Ready master 13s v1.12.10
<worker node 4> Ready master 12s v1.12.10
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<worker node 5> Ready master 14s v1.12.10
<worker node 6> Ready master 11s v1.12.10

The Kubernetes cluster is now ready for pod deployments.
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Appendix B

Reproducing the evaluation
tests

This appendix provides a walk-thought for replicating the tests in
chapter 4. It is recommended to run these tests on a cluster similar
to the setup detailed in appendix A.

B.1 Downloading the Boreas scheduler

Download the v0.1.0 branch of the Boreas scheduler repository to the
master node and change directory to it:

$ ssh <master node>
$ cd where/to/store/the/repo
$ git clone -b v0.1.0 https://github.com/torgeirl/boreas-scheduler.git
$ cd boreas-scheduler

The deployment scripts for both the Boreas scheduler and the
tests are organized as Kubernetes deployment scripts located in the
/deployments directory of the repository.

B.2 Deploying the Boreas scheduler

Run the deployment script to deploy the Boreas pod to the master node:

$ kubectl create -f deployments/scheduler.yaml
serviceaccount/boreas-scheduler created
clusterrolebinding.rbac.authorization.k8s.io/boreas-scheduler-as-kube-

↪→ scheduler created
deployment.apps/boreas-scheduler created

The pod of the Boreas scheduler will be listed alongside the default
services in the kube-system namespace:
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$ kubectl get pods --namespace=kube-system
NAME READY STATUS RESTARTS AGE
boreas-scheduler-<hash> 0/2 ContainerCreating 0 61s
(...)

The Ready fraction indicates how many of a pod’s containers that
are running and ready to receive traffic. As described in section 3.2,
the Boreas pod has one container for the scheduler itself and another
container for Zephyrus2. It will take some time to create when initially
deployed due to the large size of the Zephyrus2 container (3.4 GB). The
container images on the server can be listed with Docker:

$ sudo docker images
REPOSITORY TAG IMAGE ID CREATED SIZE
jacopomauro/zephyrus2 v2.0.2 <hash> 4 hours ago 3.44GB
torgeirl/boreas-scheduler 0.1.0 <hash> 25 hours ago 134MB
(...)

B.3 Reading container logs

The upcoming tests utilize Kubernetes’ command-line interface (CLI) to
fetch the logs from the Boreas scheduler container. This section gives
a short introduction on how to operate the set of service commands
needed to read the container logs.

The following command will print the logs of the Boreas container to
the terminal:

$ kubectl logs boreas-scheduler-<hash> boreas-scheduler --namespace=kube-
↪→ system

Starting HTTP server on port 10251
Waiting for optimizer at port 9001 to get ready
Waiting for optimizer at port 9001 to get ready
(...)
Waiting for optimizer at port 9001 to get ready
10.244.0.1 - - [25/Oct/2019 13:48:12] "GET /health HTTP/1.1" 200 -
10.244.0.1 - - [25/Oct/2019 13:48:14] "GET /health HTTP/1.1" 200 -
(...)

The constant GET /health HTTP in the logs are caused by Kuber-
netes’ continuous monitoring of containers, as mentioned in section 2.4.
Any scheduler actions, warnings or errors from the scheduler process
will be printed there. Information on the container orchestration itself
can be found in the pod descriptions:

$ kubectl describe pod boreas-scheduler --namespace=kube-system
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Users do not interact with Kubernetes schedulers directly. Which
scheduler that process a request is controlled with the schedulerName
option, as detailed in section 3.4. If no preference is specified the event
will be processed by the default scheduler and ignored by the Boreas
scheduler.

B.4 Cluster verification test

Before the first test in chapter 4 it was verified that both schedulers
were able to fill the cluster completely full with pods.

It should be verified that no pods are running on the worker nodes
before the test is commenced by creating the verification-default
deployment. List all pods and verify that their status are Running:

$ kubectl get pods
No resources found.

$ kubectl create -f deployments/evaluation/verification-default
deployment.apps/simple created

$ kubectl get pod -o=custom-columns=NAME:.metadata.name,STATUS:.status.
↪→ phase,NODE:.spec.nodeName --sort-by="{.spec.nodeName}"

NAME STATUS NODE
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-l7k6l Running k8s-worker-1
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-w9bcp Running k8s-worker-1
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-htk7b Running k8s-worker-1
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-dgjxx Running k8s-worker-1
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-zxfzj Running k8s-worker-1
(...)
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-qggcc Running k8s-worker-6
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-64gn7 Running k8s-worker-6
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-wgtkq Running k8s-worker-6
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-98djg Running k8s-worker-6
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-78sw6 Running k8s-worker-6

The deployment can be removed from the cluster with a similar
command:

$ kubectl delete -f deployments/evaluation/verification-default
deployment.apps "simple" deleted

After a few seconds the last pod should be removed, and the same
test for the the Boreas scheduler can be conducted:

$ kubectl get pods
No resources found.

$ kubectl create -f deployments/evaluation/verification-boreas
deployment.apps/simple created
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$ kubectl get pod -o=custom-columns=NAME:.metadata.name,STATUS:.status.
↪→ phase,NODE:.spec.nodeName --sort-by="{.spec.nodeName}"

NAME STATUS NODE
simple-6c97bccb5d-nxzwq Running k8s-worker-1
simple-6c97bccb5d-r9vjb Running k8s-worker-1
simple-6c97bccb5d-rg8gz Running k8s-worker-1
simple-6c97bccb5d-hnxn2 Running k8s-worker-1
simple-6c97bccb5d-qnxtb Running k8s-worker-1
(...)
simple-6c97bccb5d-kjwm8 Running k8s-worker-6
simple-6c97bccb5d-jk45q Running k8s-worker-6
simple-6c97bccb5d-7zzzq Running k8s-worker-6
simple-6c97bccb5d-69w6m Running k8s-worker-6
simple-6c97bccb5d-zs6qx Running k8s-worker-6

There is additional information available about the Boreas scheduler
from its logs:

$ kubectl logs boreas-scheduler-64bbb556b5-9sw47 boreas-scheduler --
↪→ namespace=kube-system

Starting HTTP server on port 10251
(...)
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-fbnn5’ on k8s-worker-4
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-m8vgc’ on k8s-worker-4
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-4ldqx’ on k8s-worker-4
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-vmb4q’ on k8s-worker-4
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-dlmk8’ on k8s-worker-4
(...)
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-lhqlf’ on k8s-worker-3
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-rxbx4’ on k8s-worker-3
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-ww97g’ on k8s-worker-3
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-crg2r’ on k8s-worker-3
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-w6z2f’ on k8s-worker-3
Finished processing 30 pods in 2.4860 seconds
(...)

Remove the deployment when done:

$ kubectl delete -f deployments/evaluation/verification-boreas
deployment.apps "simple" deleted

B.5 Deployment with free nodes (test A)

The only difference between this test and the verification test is a
reduced number of pods:

$ kubectl get pods
No resources found.
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$ kubectl create -f deployments/evaluation/testa-default
deployment.apps/simple created

$ kubectl get pod -o=custom-columns=NAME:.metadata.name,STATUS:.status.
↪→ phase,NODE:.spec.nodeName --sort-by="{.spec.nodeName}"

NAME STATUS NODE
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-x884z Running k8s-worker-1
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-6jxbx Running k8s-worker-1
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-s7dl8 Running k8s-worker-1
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-6rzdp Running k8s-worker-2
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-v2hb5 Running k8s-worker-2
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-p8ldx Running k8s-worker-2
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-26567 Running k8s-worker-2
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-jlbv9 Running k8s-worker-3
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-dbpg4 Running k8s-worker-3
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-rvw8k Running k8s-worker-3
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-n82rb Running k8s-worker-4
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-wzq45 Running k8s-worker-4
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-fx5kh Running k8s-worker-4
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-hpljn Running k8s-worker-5
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-lchz8 Running k8s-worker-5
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-vw5z8 Running k8s-worker-5
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-7tlz7 Running k8s-worker-6
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-sgxbr Running k8s-worker-6
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-bqxmx Running k8s-worker-6
simple-5bb8ff8cc7-rwx6d Running k8s-worker-6

$ kubectl delete -f deployments/evaluation/testa-default

$ kubectl get pods
No resources found.

$ kubectl create -f deployments/evaluation/testa-boreas
deployment.apps/simple created

$ kubectl get pod -o=custom-columns=NAME:.metadata.name,STATUS:.status.
↪→ phase,NODE:.spec.nodeName --sort-by="{.spec.nodeName}"

NAME STATUS NODE
simple-6c97bccb5d-dsv4x Running k8s-worker-1
simple-6c97bccb5d-m75ht Running k8s-worker-1
simple-6c97bccb5d-xwvtg Running k8s-worker-1
simple-6c97bccb5d-92xml Running k8s-worker-1
simple-6c97bccb5d-xxgt4 Running k8s-worker-1
simple-6c97bccb5d-wkwnr Running k8s-worker-4
simple-6c97bccb5d-qbbtk Running k8s-worker-4
simple-6c97bccb5d-gp4c7 Running k8s-worker-4
simple-6c97bccb5d-578f9 Running k8s-worker-4
simple-6c97bccb5d-4czgs Running k8s-worker-4
simple-6c97bccb5d-7nglv Running k8s-worker-5
simple-6c97bccb5d-x2f6c Running k8s-worker-5
simple-6c97bccb5d-fwt55 Running k8s-worker-5
simple-6c97bccb5d-njv48 Running k8s-worker-5
simple-6c97bccb5d-78crl Running k8s-worker-5
simple-6c97bccb5d-7xzjm Running k8s-worker-6
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simple-6c97bccb5d-rj8gf Running k8s-worker-6
simple-6c97bccb5d-fx2xp Running k8s-worker-6
simple-6c97bccb5d-khsw2 Running k8s-worker-6
simple-6c97bccb5d-gxq5k Running k8s-worker-6

$ kubectl logs boreas-scheduler-64bbb556b5-9sw47 boreas-scheduler --
↪→ namespace=kube-system

Starting HTTP server on port 10251
(...)
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-wkwnr’ on k8s-worker-4
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-qbbtk’ on k8s-worker-4
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-gp4c7’ on k8s-worker-4
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-4czgs’ on k8s-worker-4
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-578f9’ on k8s-worker-4
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-fwt55’ on k8s-worker-5
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-njv48’ on k8s-worker-5
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-x2f6c’ on k8s-worker-5
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-78crl’ on k8s-worker-5
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-7nglv’ on k8s-worker-5
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-rj8gf’ on k8s-worker-6
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-gxq5k’ on k8s-worker-6
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-khsw2’ on k8s-worker-6
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-7xzjm’ on k8s-worker-6
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-fx2xp’ on k8s-worker-6
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-xxgt4’ on k8s-worker-1
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-92xml’ on k8s-worker-1
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-xwvtg’ on k8s-worker-1
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-m75ht’ on k8s-worker-1
Scheduling ’simple-6c97bccb5d-dsv4x’ on k8s-worker-1
Finished processing 20 pods in 1.9678 seconds
(...)

$ kubectl delete -f deployments/evaluation/testa-boreas
deployment.apps "simple" deleted

B.6 Deployment with constraints (test B)

$ kubectl get pods
No resources found.

$ kubectl create -f deployments/evaluation/testb-default
deployment.apps/balder created
deployment.apps/freyja created
deployment.apps/nerthus created
deployment.apps/skadi created

$ kubectl get pod -o=custom-columns=NAME:.metadata.name,STATUS:.status.
↪→ phase,NODE:.spec.nodeName --sort-by="{.spec.nodeName}"

NAME STATUS NODE
freyja-865dcb9477-cxlvt Pending <none>
freyja-865dcb9477-wz54m Pending <none>
nerthus-599f687f44-h2vh9 Running k8s-worker-1
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freyja-865dcb9477-sbbxg Running k8s-worker-1
skadi-75fd7d6879-jhjqx Running k8s-worker-2
skadi-75fd7d6879-5q2pk Running k8s-worker-2
balder-6d597d5447-gm488 Running k8s-worker-2
freyja-865dcb9477-c8vwc Running k8s-worker-3
nerthus-599f687f44-7l56d Running k8s-worker-3
skadi-75fd7d6879-zgg8x Running k8s-worker-3
skadi-75fd7d6879-k4qr2 Running k8s-worker-4
balder-6d597d5447-8fk8n Running k8s-worker-4
skadi-75fd7d6879-6g2td Running k8s-worker-4
nerthus-599f687f44-bcpl2 Running k8s-worker-5
skadi-75fd7d6879-sd7q2 Running k8s-worker-5
balder-6d597d5447-qtz9x Running k8s-worker-5
skadi-75fd7d6879-7x7k4 Running k8s-worker-6
nerthus-599f687f44-p2m8b Running k8s-worker-6
balder-6d597d5447-vgrhg Running k8s-worker-6
skadi-75fd7d6879-65whn Running k8s-worker-6

$ kubectl describe pod freyja-865dcb9477-cxlvt
(...)
Events:
Type Reason Age From Message
---- ------ ---- ---- -------
Warning FailedScheduling 107s default-scheduler 0/7 nodes are

↪→ available: 1 node(s) had taints that the pod didn’t tolerate, 6
↪→ node(s) didn’t match pod affinity rules, 6 node(s) didn’t match
↪→ pod affinity/anti-affinity.

(...)

As mentioned in section 4.3, one might have to re-run this a few times
before the default scheduler succeed the test:

$ kubectl delete -f deployments/evaluation/testb-default
deployment.apps "balder" deleted
deployment.apps "freyja" deleted
deployment.apps "nerthus" deleted
deployment.apps "skadi" deleted

$ kubectl create -f deployments/evaluation/testb-default
deployment.apps/balder created
deployment.apps/freyja created
deployment.apps/nerthus created
deployment.apps/skadi created

$ kubectl get pod -o=custom-columns=NAME:.metadata.name,STATUS:.status.
↪→ phase,NODE:.spec.nodeName --sort-by="{.spec.nodeName}"

NAME STATUS NODE
freyja-865dcb9477-wk5zx Running k8s-worker-1
balder-6d597d5447-fjrgk Running k8s-worker-1
nerthus-599f687f44-dpkk2 Running k8s-worker-1
balder-6d597d5447-v9gwt Running k8s-worker-2
freyja-865dcb9477-kzslk Running k8s-worker-2
nerthus-599f687f44-bvzxq Running k8s-worker-2
nerthus-599f687f44-ng8s4 Pending k8s-worker-3
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freyja-865dcb9477-t46jm Pending k8s-worker-3
skadi-75fd7d6879-vr7q7 Pending k8s-worker-3
skadi-75fd7d6879-gjlvh Pending k8s-worker-4
skadi-75fd7d6879-8k7mv Pending k8s-worker-4
skadi-75fd7d6879-bbfrs Pending k8s-worker-4
balder-6d597d5447-4r72q Pending k8s-worker-4
freyja-865dcb9477-wpf4n Running k8s-worker-5
skadi-75fd7d6879-678dc Running k8s-worker-5
nerthus-599f687f44-p2d6k Running k8s-worker-5
balder-6d597d5447-k658j Running k8s-worker-6
skadi-75fd7d6879-f2fqt Running k8s-worker-6
skadi-75fd7d6879-fx8c6 Running k8s-worker-6
skadi-75fd7d6879-phq7t Running k8s-worker-6

$ kubectl delete -f deployments/evaluation/testb-default
deployment.apps "balder" deleted
deployment.apps "freyja" deleted
deployment.apps "nerthus" deleted
deployment.apps "skadi" deleted

The boreas scheduler will on the other hand succeed the test on its
first attempt:

$ kubectl get pods
No resources found.

$ kubectl create -f deployments/evaluation/testb-boreas
deployment.apps/balder created
deployment.apps/freyja created
deployment.apps/nerthus created
deployment.apps/skadi created

$ kubectl get pod -o=custom-columns=NAME:.metadata.name,STATUS:.status.
↪→ phase,NODE:.spec.nodeName --sort-by="{.spec.nodeName}"

NAME STATUS NODE
freyja-7945994d8b-n8v86 Running k8s-worker-1
nerthus-86589b8f45-7dwdb Running k8s-worker-1
skadi-6949558c6-mbb8g Running k8s-worker-1
skadi-6949558c6-bf65m Running k8s-worker-2
skadi-6949558c6-4vmsm Running k8s-worker-2
skadi-6949558c6-hprxg Running k8s-worker-2
skadi-6949558c6-rhbhb Running k8s-worker-2
balder-64ccd4dc6-g6n5c Running k8s-worker-3
balder-64ccd4dc6-jt588 Running k8s-worker-3
balder-64ccd4dc6-n2hlr Running k8s-worker-3
balder-64ccd4dc6-7p898 Running k8s-worker-3
skadi-6949558c6-r97m9 Running k8s-worker-4
nerthus-86589b8f45-fxfxj Running k8s-worker-4
freyja-7945994d8b-pjjgw Running k8s-worker-4
nerthus-86589b8f45-qcvb4 Running k8s-worker-5
skadi-6949558c6-hjkbp Running k8s-worker-5
freyja-7945994d8b-g8w7g Running k8s-worker-5
freyja-7945994d8b-cmrdb Running k8s-worker-6
nerthus-86589b8f45-frscg Running k8s-worker-6
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skadi-6949558c6-7ffkz Running k8s-worker-6

$ kubectl logs boreas-scheduler-64bbb556b5-9sw47 boreas-scheduler --
↪→ namespace=kube-system

Starting HTTP server on port 10251
(...)
Scheduling ’nerthus-86589b8f45-fxfxj’ on k8s-worker-4
Scheduling ’freyja-7945994d8b-pjjgw’ on k8s-worker-4
Scheduling ’skadi-6949558c6-r97m9’ on k8s-worker-4
Scheduling ’nerthus-86589b8f45-qcvb4’ on k8s-worker-5
Scheduling ’freyja-7945994d8b-g8w7g’ on k8s-worker-5
Scheduling ’skadi-6949558c6-hjkbp’ on k8s-worker-5
Scheduling ’nerthus-86589b8f45-frscg’ on k8s-worker-6
Scheduling ’freyja-7945994d8b-cmrdb’ on k8s-worker-6
Scheduling ’skadi-6949558c6-7ffkz’ on k8s-worker-6
Scheduling ’nerthus-86589b8f45-7dwdb’ on k8s-worker-1
Scheduling ’freyja-7945994d8b-n8v86’ on k8s-worker-1
Scheduling ’skadi-6949558c6-mbb8g’ on k8s-worker-1
Scheduling ’skadi-6949558c6-hprxg’ on k8s-worker-2
Scheduling ’skadi-6949558c6-4vmsm’ on k8s-worker-2
Scheduling ’skadi-6949558c6-rhbhb’ on k8s-worker-2
Scheduling ’skadi-6949558c6-bf65m’ on k8s-worker-2
Scheduling ’balder-64ccd4dc6-n2hlr’ on k8s-worker-3
Scheduling ’balder-64ccd4dc6-jt588’ on k8s-worker-3
Scheduling ’balder-64ccd4dc6-g6n5c’ on k8s-worker-3
Scheduling ’balder-64ccd4dc6-7p898’ on k8s-worker-3
Finished processing 20 pods in 2.9066 seconds
(...)

$ kubectl delete -f deployments/evaluation/testb-boreas
deployment.apps "balder" deleted
deployment.apps "freyja" deleted
deployment.apps "nerthus" deleted
deployment.apps "skadi" deleted

B.7 Deployment with more constraints (test C)

$ kubectl get pods
No resources found.

$ kubectl create -f deployments/evaluation/testc-default
deployment.apps/balder created
deployment.apps/freyja created
deployment.apps/nerthus created
deployment.apps/skadi created

$ kubectl get pod -o=custom-columns=NAME:.metadata.name,STATUS:.status.
↪→ phase,NODE:.spec.nodeName --sort-by="{.spec.nodeName}"

NAME STATUS NODE
freyja-865dcb9477-522lf Pending <none>
freyja-865dcb9477-pbf52 Pending <none>
freyja-865dcb9477-fp55j Pending <none>
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nerthus-599f687f44-zrq8k Running k8s-worker-1
balder-66fd9f8d5f-zjwpw Running k8s-worker-1
freyja-865dcb9477-bzlz2 Running k8s-worker-1
skadi-75fd7d6879-5tj5g Running k8s-worker-2
nerthus-599f687f44-xpgj6 Running k8s-worker-2
skadi-75fd7d6879-jpslc Running k8s-worker-2
skadi-75fd7d6879-nmgw8 Running k8s-worker-3
skadi-75fd7d6879-7cg5l Running k8s-worker-3
balder-66fd9f8d5f-d9h6r Running k8s-worker-4
balder-66fd9f8d5f-btmjl Running k8s-worker-4
balder-66fd9f8d5f-4pr8d Running k8s-worker-4
skadi-75fd7d6879-bshdm Running k8s-worker-5
nerthus-599f687f44-w7925 Running k8s-worker-5
skadi-75fd7d6879-wr9cn Running k8s-worker-5
skadi-75fd7d6879-7nj8c Running k8s-worker-6
skadi-75fd7d6879-h6pls Running k8s-worker-6
nerthus-599f687f44-qblgz Running k8s-worker-6

$ kubectl describe pod freyja-865dcb9477-522lf
(...)
Type Reason Age From Message
---- ------ ---- ---- -------
Warning FailedScheduling 99s default-scheduler 0/7 nodes are

↪→ available: 1 node(s) didn’t satisfy existing pods anti-affinity
↪→ rules, 1 node(s) had taints that the pod didn’t tolerate, 5 node
↪→ (s) didn’t match pod affinity rules, 6 node(s) didn’t match pod
↪→ affinity/anti-affinity.

(...)

$ kubectl delete -f deployments/evaluation/testc-default
deployment.apps "balder" deleted
deployment.apps "freyja" deleted
deployment.apps "nerthus" deleted
deployment.apps "skadi" deleted

The default scheduler is unable to succeed the test even with
multiple re-runs. The Boreas scheduler will succeed the test:

$ kubectl get pods
No resources found.

$ kubectl create -f deployments/evaluation/testc-boreas
deployment.apps/balder created
deployment.apps/freyja created
deployment.apps/nerthus created
deployment.apps/skadi created

$ kubectl get pod -o=custom-columns=NAME:.metadata.name,STATUS:.status.
↪→ phase,NODE:.spec.nodeName --sort-by="{.spec.nodeName}"

NAME STATUS NODE
nerthus-86589b8f45-f89l7 Running k8s-worker-1
balder-b79f94796-whqkv Running k8s-worker-1
freyja-7945994d8b-lcfph Running k8s-worker-1
skadi-6949558c6-n7pdn Running k8s-worker-2
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skadi-6949558c6-nlq8n Running k8s-worker-2
skadi-6949558c6-bjj7g Running k8s-worker-2
skadi-6949558c6-bgk76 Running k8s-worker-2
skadi-6949558c6-877qq Running k8s-worker-3
skadi-6949558c6-nn2b6 Running k8s-worker-3
skadi-6949558c6-mrrbn Running k8s-worker-3
skadi-6949558c6-75gs7 Running k8s-worker-3
nerthus-86589b8f45-4kjtz Running k8s-worker-4
balder-b79f94796-tpk6b Running k8s-worker-4
freyja-7945994d8b-82fw6 Running k8s-worker-4
nerthus-86589b8f45-r5wm8 Running k8s-worker-5
freyja-7945994d8b-7s8sh Running k8s-worker-5
balder-b79f94796-gqmsl Running k8s-worker-5
nerthus-86589b8f45-tds7h Running k8s-worker-6
freyja-7945994d8b-b4hzz Running k8s-worker-6
balder-b79f94796-qbfk8 Running k8s-worker-6

$ kubectl logs boreas-scheduler-64bbb556b5-9sw47 boreas-scheduler --
↪→ namespace=kube-system

Starting HTTP server on port 10251
(...)
Scheduling ’nerthus-86589b8f45-4kjtz’ on k8s-worker-4
Scheduling ’balder-b79f94796-tpk6b’ on k8s-worker-4
Scheduling ’freyja-7945994d8b-82fw6’ on k8s-worker-4
Scheduling ’nerthus-86589b8f45-r5wm8’ on k8s-worker-5
Scheduling ’balder-b79f94796-gqmsl’ on k8s-worker-5
Scheduling ’freyja-7945994d8b-7s8sh’ on k8s-worker-5
Scheduling ’nerthus-86589b8f45-tds7h’ on k8s-worker-6
Scheduling ’balder-b79f94796-qbfk8’ on k8s-worker-6
Scheduling ’freyja-7945994d8b-b4hzz’ on k8s-worker-6
Scheduling ’nerthus-86589b8f45-f89l7’ on k8s-worker-1
Scheduling ’balder-b79f94796-whqkv’ on k8s-worker-1
Scheduling ’freyja-7945994d8b-lcfph’ on k8s-worker-1
Scheduling ’skadi-6949558c6-nlq8n’ on k8s-worker-2
Scheduling ’skadi-6949558c6-bjj7g’ on k8s-worker-2
Scheduling ’skadi-6949558c6-bgk76’ on k8s-worker-2
Scheduling ’skadi-6949558c6-n7pdn’ on k8s-worker-2
Scheduling ’skadi-6949558c6-75gs7’ on k8s-worker-3
Scheduling ’skadi-6949558c6-mrrbn’ on k8s-worker-3
Scheduling ’skadi-6949558c6-nn2b6’ on k8s-worker-3
Scheduling ’skadi-6949558c6-877qq’ on k8s-worker-3
Finished processing 20 pods in 2.9410 seconds
(...)

$ kubectl delete -f deployments/evaluation/testc-boreas
deployment.apps "balder" deleted
deployment.apps "freyja" deleted
deployment.apps "nerthus" deleted
deployment.apps "skadi" deleted
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B.8 Deployment with constraints and free node
(test D)

$ kubectl get pods
No resources found.

$ kubectl create -f deployments/evaluation/testd-default
deployment.apps/asperitas created
deployment.apps/cirrus created
deployment.apps/cumulus created
deployment.apps/nimbus created
deployment.apps/stratus created

$ kubectl get pod -o=custom-columns=NAME:.metadata.name,STATUS:.status.
↪→ phase,NODE:.spec.nodeName --sort-by="{.spec.nodeName}"

NAME STATUS NODE
stratus-7f498ccc99-kpcxn Running k8s-worker-1
cirrus-5759cdf75-wgp94 Running k8s-worker-1
nimbus-8688787c9c-qkm9p Running k8s-worker-2
cirrus-5759cdf75-27rcq Running k8s-worker-2
stratus-7f498ccc99-9hdzw Running k8s-worker-2
asperitas-578fcc6d57-lq428 Running k8s-worker-3
cumulus-9d6b96767-fh7ln Running k8s-worker-3
stratus-7f498ccc99-kxjn8 Running k8s-worker-4
nimbus-8688787c9c-llgbm Running k8s-worker-4
asperitas-578fcc6d57-gmwqf Running k8s-worker-5
cumulus-9d6b96767-k6g5r Running k8s-worker-5
stratus-7f498ccc99-996xm Running k8s-worker-6
asperitas-578fcc6d57-qslq2 Running k8s-worker-6
cumulus-9d6b96767-p6mnf Running k8s-worker-6

$ kubectl delete -f deployments/evaluation/testd-default
deployment.apps "asperitas" deleted
deployment.apps "cirrus" deleted
deployment.apps "cumulus" deleted
deployment.apps "nimbus" deleted
deployment.apps "stratus" deleted

$ kubectl get pods
No resources found.

$ kubectl create -f deployments/evaluation/testd-boreas
deployment.apps/asperitas created
deployment.apps/cirrus created
deployment.apps/cumulus created
deployment.apps/nimbus created
deployment.apps/stratus created

$ kubectl get pod -o=custom-columns=NAME:.metadata.name,STATUS:.status.
↪→ phase,NODE:.spec.nodeName --sort-by="{.spec.nodeName}"

NAME STATUS NODE
cumulus-6c945db85b-6sjpm Running k8s-worker-1
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stratus-6bd847fcbd-pvwww Running k8s-worker-1
asperitas-78f888f7c4-925bm Running k8s-worker-1
asperitas-78f888f7c4-l5tjg Running k8s-worker-2
cumulus-6c945db85b-ptkln Running k8s-worker-2
stratus-6bd847fcbd-zpkj5 Running k8s-worker-2
cirrus-6bdccb66c6-pw7ww Running k8s-worker-4
nimbus-c4c7cd774-ttrpq Running k8s-worker-4
stratus-6bd847fcbd-2hk6h Running k8s-worker-4
nimbus-c4c7cd774-xr6n6 Running k8s-worker-5
stratus-6bd847fcbd-qddf6 Running k8s-worker-5
cirrus-6bdccb66c6-bxgl8 Running k8s-worker-6
asperitas-78f888f7c4-gkf6c Running k8s-worker-6
cumulus-6c945db85b-v5792 Running k8s-worker-6

$ kubectl logs boreas-scheduler-64bbb556b5-9sw47 boreas-scheduler --
↪→ namespace=kube-system

Starting HTTP server on port 10251
(...)
Scheduling ’nimbus-c4c7cd774-ttrpq’ on k8s-worker-4
Scheduling ’stratus-6bd847fcbd-2hk6h’ on k8s-worker-4
Scheduling ’cirrus-6bdccb66c6-pw7ww’ on k8s-worker-4
Scheduling ’nimbus-c4c7cd774-xr6n6’ on k8s-worker-5
Scheduling ’stratus-6bd847fcbd-qddf6’ on k8s-worker-5
Scheduling ’cumulus-6c945db85b-v5792’ on k8s-worker-6
Scheduling ’asperitas-78f888f7c4-gkf6c’ on k8s-worker-6
Scheduling ’cirrus-6bdccb66c6-bxgl8’ on k8s-worker-6
Scheduling ’cumulus-6c945db85b-6sjpm’ on k8s-worker-1
Scheduling ’asperitas-78f888f7c4-925bm’ on k8s-worker-1
Scheduling ’stratus-6bd847fcbd-pvwww’ on k8s-worker-1
Scheduling ’cumulus-6c945db85b-ptkln’ on k8s-worker-2
Scheduling ’asperitas-78f888f7c4-l5tjg’ on k8s-worker-2
Scheduling ’stratus-6bd847fcbd-zpkj5’ on k8s-worker-2
Finished processing 14 pods in 2.7343 seconds
(...)

$ kubectl delete -f deployments/evaluation/testd-boreas
deployment.apps "asperitas" deleted
deployment.apps "cirrus" deleted
deployment.apps "cumulus" deleted
deployment.apps "nimbus" deleted
deployment.apps "stratus" deleted
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